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Abstract. We present a dynamic near-regular texture (NRT) tracking
algorithm nested in a lattice-based Markov-Random-Field (MRF) model
of a 3D spatiotemporal space. One basic observation used in our work is
that the lattice structure of a dynamic NRT remains invariant despite its
drastic geometry or appearance variations. On the other hand, dynamic
NRT imposes special computational challenges to the state of the art
tracking algorithms: including highly ambiguous correspondences, occlusions, and drastic illumination and appearance variations. Our tracking
algorithm takes advantage of the topological invariant property of the dynamic NRT by combining a global lattice structure that characterizes the
topological constraint among multiple textons and an image observation
model that handles local geometry and appearance variations. Without
any assumptions on the types of motion, camera model or lighting conditions, our tracking algorithm can effectively capture the varying underlying lattice structure of a dynamic NRT in different real world examples,
including moving cloth, underwater patterns and marching crowd.
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Introduction

Real-world examples of near-regular texture (NRT) are numerous, especially
in man-made environment, such as fabric patterns, decorated surface of architectures, floor patterns, and wallpapers. Effective computational algorithms to
handle NRTs, however, are scarce. Although texture analysis and synthesis have
been studied in computer vision and computer graphics for years, the geometric and photometric regularity of NRT have not been fully exploited in existing
algorithms. Liu et al.[1, 2] first utilized the idea of departures from regularity to
analyze and manipulate a static NRT.
An NRT P is defined as a geometric and photometric deformation of a regular
texture P = d(Pr ), where Pr is a congruent wallpaper pattern formed by 2D
translations of a single tile and d is the deformation mapping [1]. Dynamic
NRTs are NRTs under motion. Correspondingly, we define the basic unit of
a dynamic NRT texton, as a geometrically and photometrically varying tile,
moving through a 3D spatiotemporal space. Topologically, the structure of an
NRT can be modeled as a network of statistically varied springs. Photometrically,
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the appearance of different textons are similar but not exactly identical. The
tracking of dynamic NRT is to treat the deformation field d as a function of
time d(t) while maintaining its topological relations. Figure 1 shows the lattice
and textons of different types of dynamic NRTs.
In this paper, we further exploit texture regularity to track a dynamic NRT
under rapid motion and self-occlusions. One fundamental observation in our work
is that the topological structure of a dynamic NRT remains invariant while the
NRT going through geometric and photometric variations. Tracking a dynamic
NRT, however, is challenging computationally. Because textons of an NRT have
similar appearance, a tracking algorithm can easily mistake one texton for another. Furthermore, the tracking problem becomes very difficult when textons
move rapidly or occlude each other. Due to these difficulties, tracking textons of
a dynamic NRT remains an unsolved problem.
Seeking for an effective computational tool and an in-depth understanding
of dynamic NRTs, we propose a lattice-based tracking algorithm based on a
spatiotemporal inference formulation. We treat textons of an NRT as multiple
targets with a topological constraint while allowing individual textons to vary
flexibly in geometry and appearance. Inspired by the physics-based cloth simulation[3], we model the lattice topology as a network of springs and implement it
as a Markov Random Field (MRF). We use a Lucas-Kanade-registration-based
observation model to handle the appearance and geometry variations of individual textons in the tracking process. Under such a computational modeling of
the topology and appearance of a dynamic NRT, we solve the spatiotemporal
inference problem using the belief propagation and the particle filtering algorithms. The main contribution of this paper is a framework to track the global
structure as well as individual textons of a dynamic NRT, which may undergo
rapid motion, occlusion, large geometric and photometric deformations.

2

Related Work

Our work is related to three types of tracking problems: deformable object tracking, cloth motion capture, and multi-target tracking. Image alignment is adopted
in many deformable object tracking algorithms where different models are used
to confine the deformation space, such as PCA[4, 5], finite element mesh[6], or
subdivision surface[7]. These models are not suitable for tracking textons on
a folded surface as they assume the surface to be tracked is smooth and nonfolded. Recently, Pilet et al. track a non-rigid surface by repeatedly detecting and
matching features in an image sequence[8]. They do not handle NRT tracking in
which repeated patterns can cause a serious feature correspondence problem.
The goal of cloth motion capture is to capture the 3D motion of cloth. Special
calibrated multi-camera systems[9–11], color-coded patterns[9, 10], or controlled
lighting[9] are required to reduce the tracking difficulties due to ambiguous feature correspondences or occlusion problems. Guskov[12] developed an algorithm
that can detect and track a black-white chess board pattern on cloth. His algorithm does not work on general NRTs since the black-white chess board pattern
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Fig. 1. Lattices (red lines) and textons (yellow quadrilaterals) of different types of
NRTs. We model the lattice of an NRT as an MRF where each node represents a
texton. The state of a node statistically depends on its twelve neighbors (pointed by
arrows).

is assumed in the detection and image alignment process. Our tracking algorithm
can serve as the front end of a cloth motion capture system where no special
purpose color-coded pattern or camera calibration is required.
Tracking textons of a dynamic NRT can also be considered as a special case
of multi-target tracking. The main difference between NRT tracking and multitarget tracking is that the connection topology among targets does not change
in NRT tracking. Modeling the spatial relation among tracked targets using an
MRF has been applied to ant tracking[13], sports player tracking[14] and hand
tracking[15]. These algorithms may not track dynamic NRTs effectively since
topology regularity is not explicitly modeled and utilized.
Existing algorithms for deformable object tracking, cloth motion capture, or
multi-target tracking succeed in their respective domains, but none of them deals
with general NRT tracking problem under various types of motion and occlusion
conditions as treated in this paper. Our approach combines techniques used in
multi-target tracking (MRF) and deformable object tracking (image alignment).
Therefore, we can track various types of dynamic NRTs under different motion
and conditions in a unified framework.

3

Approach

Dynamic NRTs can be categorized into two types based on the spatial connectivity between textons. If the textons of a dynamic NRT are located on a deforming
surface where there is no gap between textons, we call this type of texture a dynamic NRT with tightly coupled textons. On the other hand, if two neighboring
textons are allowed to move with a loosely connected constraint, there might be
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a gap or overlap between two neighbor textons. We call this type of texture a
dynamic NRT with loosely coupled textons. Figure 1 illustrates these two types
of dynamic NRTs.
Our NRT tracking algorithm consists of four components: 1)texton detection, 2)spatial inference, 3)temporal tracking, and 4)template update
(Figure 2). In the initialization stage, the texton detection algorithm finds all
textons in the first frame based on a given template for textons. All detected
textons are then geometrically aligned. We call these aligned textons from the
first frame texton templates. A quadrilateral lattice is constructed by connecting
the centers of detected textons. In the tracking stage, texton detection is performed at each frame to include any additional texton entering the scene. We
handle the texton tracking problem through a statistical inference process consisting of spatial inference and temporal tracking, where the states of a texton
(position, shape, and visibility) are sampled and its distribution is modeled by
a particle filter in the tracking process. In each frame, a set of sampled states is
drawn and a dynamic model generates the predicted states for the next frame.
Belief propagation (BP)[16, 17] is then applied to these predicted states to find
the most likely lattice configuration based on an MRF-based lattice model and
image data. BP also provides the probability of each texton state, which is used
to refine the approximation of the distribution of texton states through particle
filtering. The above process iterates until the whole image sequence is tracked.
In addition, the texton template set is updated to handle the variation of image
intensities of textons in the tracking process.

Fig. 2. Tracking approach overview

3.1

Tracking Initialization and Texton Detection

In the initialization stage, the user identifies a texton in the first image frame
by specifying two vectors t1 and t2 that form a parallelogram (Figure 3(a)).
Once the first texton is identified, the second, third, and fourth textons are
obtained by translating the first texton by t1 , −t1 and t2 . A texton template
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T 1 is constructed by transforming the parallelogram region in the image to a
rectangular region [1, w] × [1, h], where w = length(t1 ), h = length(t2 ), and the
affine transformation matrix A1 is parameterized by the image coordinates of
texton vertices (c1x , c1y ), (c2x , c2y ), (c3x , c3y ), (c4x , c4y ),
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Fig. 3. (a)Initial texton (yellow parallelogram formed by t1 and t2 ) and lattice (red
lines). The neighboring textons are estimated by translating the first texton by t1 , −t1
and t2 . (b)Spatial prediction of the position of a new texton.

Using the first four textons as the basis for the initial lattice, the lattice
grows by repeating the spatial prediction and the validation steps. In the spatial
prediction step, the vertices of a texton are estimated from existing textons. Let
Ai be the affine transformation matrix that maps pixels of the texton template
T i to the texton i in the image. Suppose texton i − 1, i, and i + 1 are on the
same lattice row or column, and Ai−1 and Ai are known, Ai+1 is predicted by
Ai+1 = Ai ·A−1
i−1 ·Ai [18]. In the validation step, we verify if the texton is valid by
checking its associative topology constraints, area and side length difference with
the neighboring textons. Additionally, the vertex positions of all valid textons
are refined through an image alignment process where a global optimization that
involves the whole lattice is performed[18]. The spatial prediction and validation
process are repeated until no new texton is detected. A texton template set
i
T1 = {T1i }N
i=1 is constructed by collecting all valid texton template Tt , where Tt
denotes the template set at frame t. The initial configuration of lattice is obtained
by connecting all the centers of textons. Figure 4 shows texton detection results
at different stages of tracking initialization.
3.2

Spatial Inference

1 2
N
Let Xt = (x1t , x2t , ..., xN
t ) be the configuration of the lattice and Zt = (zt , zt , ..., zt )
i
the image observation at frame t, where N is the number of textons, and xt , zti
represent the state and the image intensities of texton i respectively. The spatial
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Fig. 4. Temporal tracking initialization via spatial tracking.

inference problem is modeled as a Markov network[17]:
p(Xt |Zt ) ∝

Y
(i,j)∈E

ϕ(xit , xjt )

N
Y

φ(xit , zti )

(2)

i=1

i1y i2x i2y i3x i3y i4x i4y i
where xit = (ci1x
t , ct , ct , ct , ct , ct , ct , ct , vt ) is the state of a texton and
E is the set of all connected edges. The pair (cikx , ciky ) denotes the image coori
dinates of the kth vertex of the texton (k = 1, 2, 3, 4) and
1) represents
Q vt ∈i (0,
visibility of texton i at frame t. The first product term ϕ(xt , xjt ) in Equation
(2) can be considered as a lattice model that models
the probabilistic relaQ
tion among textons, and the second product term φ(xit , zti ) is an observation
model that evaluates the likelihood of texton states based on image data.

Lattice Model We model the lattice structure as a pairwise MRF. An MRF is
an undirected graph (V, E) where the joint probability is factored as a product of
local potential functions at each node (each node corresponds to a texton), and
the interactions are defined on neighborhood cliques. The most common form of
MRF is a pairwise MRF in which the cliques are pair of connected nodes in the
undirected graph. The potential function in our MRF is defined as follows:
i

j

ϕ(xit , xjt ) = e−β·dg (xt ,xt )

(3)

dg (xit , xjt ) = (kcim − cjm k − ltij )2 · vti vtj

(4)

where β is a global weighting scalar that is applied to all springs. β weights
the influence of the lattice model versus the observation model in the Markov
network. dg is a function that measures the geometric deformation (spring energy
function). cim ∈ R2×1 is the mean position of four vertices of the texton i. This
potential function acts like a spring that adjusts the position of textons based
on their mutual distance. The rest length ltij of the spring is spatially dependent.
To handle occlusion, vti and vtj in Equation (4) are used to weigh the influence
of a node by their visibility status.
The neighborhood configuration of the MRF in our lattice model is similar
to the spring connection used in cloth motion simulation[3]. Figure 1 shows the
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connection of a node where the state of a node depends on the states of its twelve
neighbors. It has been shown in cloth simulation that this kind of configuration
provides a good balance between structural constraint and local deformations.
Observation Model We define the image likelihood as follows:
φ(xit , zti ) ∝ e

−

1
i
vt

da (xit ,zti ,Tti )

(5)

where the appearance difference function da is weighted by the visibility score
v i of aP
texton
Pso that visible textons contribute more in the likelihood function.
2
da = r=1 p kztir (p) − Tti (p)k2 is the sum of squared differences (SSD) between a texton template Tti and the observed texton at frame t. p denotes a
pixel location in the coordinate frame of the template. ztir = It (W(p; ãir
t )) is
an aligned texton obtained from the affine warp W whose parameters ãir
t are
computed by the Lucas-Kanade algorithm using the texton vertex coordinates
iky
(cikx
t , ct ) as the initial values (see appendix in [18]). Note that a quadrilateral
texton is divided into two triangles and the vertex coordinates of each triangle
i2
are used to parameterize ai1
t and at respectively. If textons are tightly coupled,
the textured region is modeled as a piecewise affine warp and the position of
each texton vertex is affected by four neighboring textons. This enforces hard
connected constraints among textons when computing ãir
t . If the textons are
loosely coupled, ãir
of
each
texton
is
computed
independently.
This allows the
t
observation model to handle more flexible motion, such as underwater texture,
or people in a crowd.
Visibility Computation The visibility of a texton is determined by constraints
and measurements related to geometry and appearance of a texton. The constraints, which include topology, side length and area difference with neighboring
textons, are used to decide if a texton is valid and can be included in the tracking
process. The measurements define the visibility score vti of a valid texton i at
frame t:
vti =

4
1
si
ρ X |bik − b∗k |
( ∗ +
)
1+ρ s
4
b∗k

(6)

k=1

where ρ is a constant to weight the influence of area and side length variations
in the visibility measurement. si and s∗ are the area of texton i and the seed
texton. bik and b∗k are the kth side length of texton i and the seed texton. A
visibility map V is constructed based on the visibility scores of all textons:
V = {M i |M i ∈ (0, 1), i = 1 . . . N }

(7)

where M i = 1 if vti ≥ 0.5; M i = 0 if vti < 0.5.
Belief Propagation The spatial inference is solved by the belief propagation
(BP) algorithm[16, 17]. Since the conventional BP algorithm works on discrete
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variables while the configuration of a lattice is described by continuous variables, we need to either discretize the state variables or apply continuous BP
algorithms[19, 20]. For computational efficiency, we choose to use the discrete BP
and adopt the sample-based statistics to represent the continuous state variables
for each texton. Particle filtering[21, 22] is applied to update the particle set for
each texton in the temporal tracking process.

3.3

Temporal Tracking

We adopt particle filtering to represent and maintain the distribution of the
lattice configurations in temporal tracking. The belief distribution computed by
the BP is used in importance sampling to draw new samples. The dynamic model
is then applied to predict a set of states for each texton, and the discrete BP is
applied to infer the most likely configuration based on these predicted states.
We use a second-order dynamic model, i.e., the state of the lattice at current
frame depends on the states at previous two frames:
p(Xt |Xt−1 , Xt−2 ) ∝

Y

p(xit |xit−1 , xit−2 )

(8)

where a constant velocity model with Gaussian noise is used for each texton:
p(xit |xit−1 , xit−2 ) = N (xit − 2xit−1 + xit−2 ; 0, Λi )

(9)

Λi is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal terms correspond to the variance of the
state at different dimensions.
Our approach of combining BP and particle filter is similar to PAMPAS[20] in
spirit, however, PAMPAS incorporates particle filter in the message propagation
process within BP while we only use particle filter to carry the texton states
between image frames. Note that Guskov et al.[10] also used the Markov network
to associate color-coded quadrilaterals in an image with the quadrilaterals of the
surface model. They did not use the Markov network to infer the position and
the shape of the textons.

3.4

Template Update

As the appearance of textons vary during tracking process, it is necessary to
update the texton template set. We use the template updating algorithm in [23]
where the basic idea is to correct the drift in each frame by additionally aligning
the current image with the template at the first frame. After aligning the current
image with the previous frame, the computed warping parameters are used as
the initial values in the additional alignment process. If the warping parameters
obtained from the second image alignment process is close to the first one, the
template is updated; otherwise, the template remains unchanged.
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Results

4.1

Tracking Dynamic NRTs without Occlusion

We tested our tracking algorithm on several dynamic NRTs under different types
of motions3 (Figure 5). We also compared our results against the robust optical
flow algorithm as it is a general purpose tracking algorithm[24]. Although there
are more sophisticated tracking algorithms, they are usually designed for certain types of problems (section 2). Due to similar appearance of NRT textons,
the optical flow tracking algorithm was distracted by neighboring textons. We
also tested our algorithm on a pattern viewed through disturbed water (Figure
5(b)(e)). The appearance of textons vary rapidly in the video because of surface
refraction and motion blur. Despite these difficulties, our algorithm is able to
track these highly dynamic and varied textons successfully. These two experiments demonstrate that, even without occlusion, general tracking algorithms
like optical flow is not suitable to track a dynamic NRT in a video effectively.
The textons of the underwater texture are modeled as a loosely coupled
MRF allowing flexible motion of textons. Figure 5(c)(f) show another example
of tracking loosely coupled textons. In this example, a texton is defined as a
local patch around the head region of a person. The marching motion presents a
relatively large global motion and small local deformation of individual textons
compared to the motion of tightly coupled textons. Also, the appearance of
textons varies more due to shadows. The underwater texture and crowd marching
examples show that our algorithm is able to handle large illumination changes,
rapid geometric deformation, and intensity variations in the tracking process.
4.2

Tracking Dynamic NRTs with Occlusion

Occlusion is one of the major challenges in dynamic texture tracking. Textons
may leave/enter the scene, or be occluded by other objects or other textons on
a folded surface. Figure 6 shows our tracking result of a folding fabric pattern
under self and external occlusions. The lattice, visible textons, and occluded
textons are shown in red, yellow, and cyan colors respectively. The bottom row
in Figure 6 shows visibility maps of textons where black regions correspond to
occluded textons and visible textons are geometrically aligned. One can observe
that a few textons are occluded in the middle and two occluded by a finger in
the bottom-right region in Figure 6(b). When the texton is at the boundary of
a lattice, the BP inference result for the texton is less reliable since it receives
messages from fewer neighboring nodes. This is the reason why there are some
tracking errors in the cyan lattice at boundary, e.g, top-middle in Figure 6(c).
The results of dynamic NRT tracking can be used in many other applications,
e.g., video editing, cloth motion capture, and fashion design preview (changing
cloth texture). Figure 7 demonstrates a superimposing application as a result of
the NRT tracking. For more tracking and video editing results, and comparisons
to other tracking algorithms, please see [18].
3

All video results can be seen in http://www.cs.cmu.edu/∼wclin/dnrtPAMI/dnrt.html.
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(a)Optical flow results

(b)Optical flow results

(c)Optical flow results

(d)Our results

(e)Our results

(f)Our results

Fig. 5. Comparison of dynamic NRT tracking results without occlusion (robust optical
flow[24] vs. ours). (a)(d) is a dynamic NRT on slowly varying cloth. (b)(e) is a pattern
seen through disturbed water; there are serious motion blur and reflection highlights
in the video. (c)(f) is a crowd motion exhibiting NRT property.

Although our algorithm can successfully track textons through occlusion,
there is another interesting research problem: can we infer the positions of textons when they are occluded? One way to solve this problem is to modify the
MRF model such that it can represent a folded topology under occlusion. We
would like to explore this problem in the future.

5

Conclusion

We propose a lattice-based dynamic NRT tracking algorithm which combines a
lattice structure model to represent the topological constraint of a dynamic NRT
and a registration-based image observation model to handle the geometry and
appearance variations of individual textons. We demonstrate the effectiveness
of our algorithm on tracking dynamic NRTs under rapid movements, folding
motion or illumination changes through different mediums. There are several
remaining future research issues. First, given the captured lattice structure of
an NRT on a 3D surface, a shape-from-texture algorithm may be applied to
obtain the 3D geometry of the textured surface. Results from this will further
expand graphics applications of our tracking algorithm. Secondly, we would like
to investigate whether it is necessary to use a varying topology formalization
for extremely deformed regular textures. For example, the topological structure
for a crowd motion may vary drastically. It may or may not be beneficial to
allow adaptive topology during the tracking process. Finally, a thorough and
more comprehensive evaluation of various tracking algorithms on dynamic NRT
tracking is needed to enhance and solidify our understanding of both the state
of the art tracking algorithms and the dynamic NRT itself.
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(a) frame 25

(b) frame 50

(c) frame 100

Fig. 6. Tracking lattices (top row) and visibility map (bottom row) of a folding fabric
pattern. The visible lattice, occluded lattice, visible textons, and occluded textons
are shown in red, cyan, yellow, and cyan color. One can observe that there are selfocclusions due to folding in (b)(c) and external occlusion by a finger in (b).

(a)input

(b)tracking result

(c)visibility map (d)superimposing result

Fig. 7. Tracking and superimposition results of a fabric pattern under occlusion.
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